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Which one among the following is NOT a general category in
the definition of culture according to Raymond Williams?

Ideal

documentary

social

ideological

Both a) & b) are
incorrect

Both a) & b) are correct

Only d) is correct

Read the following statements and chose the correct answer
a) Raymond Williams offered the ‘social’ definition of culture.
b) Social culture is a description of a particular way of life.
Only a) Is correct
c) Social culture studies evolution of human societies.
d) It is necessary to study social culture for all anthropologists.

Raymond Williams refers to ______ as ‘structure of feeling.’

norms

psyche

values

temperament

Cultural analyses want a common culture not a ____ culture.

discursive

ideological

hierarchical

paradoxical

The cultural tradition is not only a selection but also an ____.

interpretation

analysis

evaluation

explanation

Pattern

Relationships

Contexts

Design

Richard Hoggart and
Raymond Williams

Roland Barthes and
Umberto Eco.

Michel Foucault and Louis Henry James and Paddy
Althusser
Whannel

multidisciplinary

open-ended

spatial-temporal

According to Raymond Williams, in the analysis of particular
works or institutions, a key-word is ____.
Who were the founding fathers of The Birmingham School of
Cultural Studies along with Stuart Hall?
Stuart Hall states that although cultural studies as a project is
____ , it can't be simply pluralist in that way.

This statement by
This statement by Stuart
This statement by Stuart
Statement: Cultural Studies grew out of the New Left’s original
Stuart Hall is his
Hall is his prejudiced
Hall is based on scientific
quarrel with Marxism.
observation based on
opinion.
event.
imagination.

hybrid
This statement by Stuart Hall is
his factual observation

According to Appadurai, which of these is not seen as a
possibility by nation states to exploit the apprehensions
related to the many forces of homogenization?

the nation state’s own
hegemonic strategies

commoditization

capitalism

Americanization

Which of the states given below reflects in Appudari’s opinion,
a radical disjuncture between 'ideoscapes' and 'ethnoscapes',
Mexico
in other words a scenario where diasporic, local and translocal
filiations are suicidally at battle?

Beirut

Brazil

India

Which of the states given below reflects in Appudari’s opinion
a radical disjuncture between 'ideoscapes' and 'mediascapes',
as in a scenario where the lifestyle represented on both
Mexico
national and international television and cinema is completely
different from the rhetoric of national politics and and ends up
both overwhelming and undermining politics?

Beirut

Brazil

India

….... is a central vehicle of consent in a technocratic

democracy.

The authority of culture The authority of law The authority of science

The authority of military

Universities and corporations already hold private patents on
ENCODE
all sorts of genetic material under a project called-

Human Genome
Project

Human Science Project

Humanities

Which of the following is not one of the key ideas posited by
Butler in the essay, “Subjects of Sex/Gender/Desire”?

All women are not
feminists.

Heterosexuality is
normative and
preordained.

Heterosexuality is normative
and preordained.

Gender and sex are
constructs.

it tends to
it tends to lay emphasis
it tends to encompass the it tends to encompass the
underscore the
Feminist theorizing has been criticised in recent times because on highly Western
oppression of
oppression of transgenders and
oppression of women
notions of oppression.
transgenders and lesbians. lesbians.
of the ‘Third World’.
Gender is the cultural
Gender does not follow
Which of these statements does not reflect the Butlerian view
Gender is the causal
meaning the sexed body
from a sex in any one
of gender-sex relation?
result of sex.
assumes.
particular way.

Gender does not follow from a
sex in any one particular way.

When Butler argues in her essay that identities are actually
formed under regimenting conditions created by social
prescriptions and legal regulations which in turn make
freedom ‘meaningful and desirable’, she is reiterating the
ideas of

Sigmund Freud

Michel Foucault

Julia Kristeva

Julia Kristeva

The necessity of a fully developed language for the adequate
and full representation of women to enable their political
visibility is a concern for feminist theory because

the pervasive cultural
conditions led to an
overrepresentation of
women’s lives.

the pervasive cultural
conditions led to a
politically engineered
representation of
women’s lives.

the prevailing political
conditions led to an
overrepresentation of
women’s lives.

the prevailing political
conditions led to an
overrepresentation of women’s
lives.

What task should ‘a feminist genealogy of the category of
women’ undertake?

The continued
reification of ‘women’
as the subject of
feminism.

Revisiting relations of
domination and
exclusion in the
process of subject
formation.

Excluding those who fail to
Excluding those who fail to fit
fit into the prescriptive
into the prescriptive category
category of the subject
of the subject ‘women’.
‘women’.

